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What are Agile/SCRUM?
Agile is a flexible software
development approach
emphasizing rapid
adaptation. Scrum is a
specific Agile framework with
structured roles and
ceremonies.

Essentially, Agile sets the
philosophy, while Scrum
provides the methodology.
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Free Prompts for:
Retrospective templates....
Method transitions.............
Backlog grooming..............
Stakeholder emails............
Tool selection.....................
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Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you feed
it as part of your prompting, the stronger it gets and
the more it helps you.

Remember to
Feed your AI

Tell it about your job and project every
time you prompt!



Using a templated approach
to sprint retrospectives
removes the need to create
a new outline every time,
ensuring that team members
can quickly dive into the
meeting's core content.
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Prompt: "Provide a
template for a sprint
retrospective meeting
for a [team size, e.g.,
'5-member'] team."
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Strategy transitions can be
complex. By understanding
and preparing for common
transition obstacles ahead of
time, Agile/SCRUM
professionals can
preemptively formulate
strategies, reducing friction
and delays in the transition
process.
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Prompt: "List common
obstacles transitioning
a team from [previous
method] to Agile and
strategies to address."
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A well-refined product
backlog is crucial for
efficient sprint planning.
Having best practices on
hand saves the team the
time-consuming process of
trial and error.
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Prompt: "Recommend
best practices for
refining the product
backlog with a [team
size] team."
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Email templates for
communicating with
stakeholders offer a
standardized and effective
way to convey important
messages, eliminating the
time spent on crafting
individual emails.
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Prompt: "Provide an
email template to
notify stakeholders
about [event, e.g., 'a
change in sprint
scope']."

Prompt 4
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The right tools can
drastically reduce time
wasted on inefficient
processes. By identifying
SCRUM-friendly tools
tailored for remote
environments, professionals
can maintain productivity.
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Prompt: "List tools best
suited for SCRUM-
based project
management in a
[remote/non-remote]
work environment."

Prompt 5
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Without your
reposts and
comments, I
draw my GANTT
charts with a
stick in dirt


